
is the case, the metals, by mean of this study we could obtain results and relevant
information that sustain the referring interpretations to the appliances and his context.

The study of the microstructure and elemental composition of the metallic artifacts,
could deduce approximations to the possible cultural exchanges or trade, as well as
the knowledge of genuineness problems, conservation and restoration.

Some of the more recent investigations in this manner have employed a
combination of various technical analysis as electronic microscopy, nuclear spec-
tography, magnetic resonance among others.

The central objective of the present investigation is to determine the microstructure
and elemental composition, type of alloys of various metallic objects of copper and
gold of the Postclassic period, originating from various ofrendas found in the quarries
of the Templo Mayor in Mexico City. And then, this investigation will serve to
determine the techniques of manufacture of the mentioned metallic objects.
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There is not evidence of mining or metal smelting industries in the state of Chiapas, Mexico,
during the Spanish Colonial period. Remains of a structure exposed after a clandestine
excavation was possibly a smelting furnace. The purpose to analyze six samples taken
from the remains was to relate them with possible mining and metal smelting activities.

MEB, EDS and XRD were used to analyze the samples. MEB shows presence of
rose like structures, plaques, tabular and acicular cristals belonging to the matrix and
metal mineral. This were identified by XRD as albite, aragonite and calcite and quartz
as matrix minerals and lead borate [Pb(BO2) 2.H2O] and litargite as lead minerals.
The possible slag sample shows the presence of iron oxides [FeO], magnetite [F3O4]
and kirstenite [CaFeSiOJ. The brick form of the wall shows the presence of glassy
structures and wittite, a lead sulphide mineral, evidence of contact with temperature
and smelting process. The metal splash shows the presence of high amount of lead,
and cerusite, [PbCOJ. The analytical result clearly allows us to interpret the exposed
structures as remains of a furnace for smelting lead minerals, thus there was mining
and lead smelting in the state of Chiapas, as could be found in some documents of
the 18th century. The elemental chemical analysis was performed by EDS showing
the presence of high concentrations of O, C, Pb, Ca, Fe, and Al and minor quantities
of Si, Zn, Mg, Na, S, K, Ti and Ni.
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